Non-zero number indicates the game is hooked, otherwise it’s not.

Indicates the WTFast server(s) being used.

This is the ping over the past 10 seconds.

Average ping from the beginning of the game session.

Number of lost packets.

Percentage WTFast improvement over the Internet.

Green graph shows WTFast speed.
Red graph shows Internet speed.

Green bars are WTFast loss, Red bars Internet loss.

Click here to end your current game.

Connection Improvement:
- 59%
- Active connections: 1
- Est. WTFast Server Location: Milan, Italy
- Est. Game Server Location: Ireland
- Active server: FRi13724

Connection Stats:
- Ping Spikes: 4
- Ping Flux Avg: 10 ms
- 10 Sec Ping: 38 ms
- Ping Average: 37 ms
- Lost Packets: 0

Connection Stat Improvement %:
- Ping: 57%
- Ping Flux Avg: 27%
- 10 Sec Ping: 30%
- Ping Average: 100%
WTFast in 3 easy steps...

1. Select your GAME
2. Select your GAME SERVER
3. PLAY!